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[1] Recent simulation results have revealed that energetic electron bursts are produced
cyclically at the shock reformation period upstream of reforming shocks and are
qualitatively very different from the continuous beam expected from time-stationary
shocks (Yuan et al., 2007a). This paper extends our previous studies by numerically
investigating the dependence of electron burst events on shock parameters (the upstream
plasma b and Mach numberMA). The test particle approximation is made for electrons, and
the electron trajectories are traced exactly in the time-dependent electromagnetic
field profiles, generated by one-dimensional hybrid simulation code. Simulation results
indicate that the upstream incoming electrons can be reflected nonuniformly or continuously
depending on the shock parameters. Bursty energetic electron events take place when the
plasma beta is low (b � 0.4) and the shock Mach number is high (MA � 6). Time-
varying loss cone, beam, and ring beam features are observed in the upstream electron
distribution functions. The beam density, speed, average kinetic energy, and speed
spread cyclically change with time by factor of �2–4. In contrast, continuously reflected
electrons are observed for low beta (b � 0.4), low Mach number (MA � 4) shocks, even
when the shock is reforming because the changes in shock fields are relative small. The
electron burst events disappear and the observed upstream electron distribution function
contours are steady state. A continuous electron beam is formed, which is qualitative the
same as the beam from steady-state shocks. Increasing the plasma beta (providing the shock
is still reforming) has minor effects on the upstream electron beam features.
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1. Introduction

[2] Spacecraft observations have shown that a small frac-
tion of solar wind electrons can be accelerated to energies
ranging from several to 100 keV at planetary bow shocks,
interplanetary shocks, and coronal mass ejection-driven
shocks [Fan et al., 1964; Anderson, 1969, 1981; Anderson
et al., 1979; Parks et al., 1981; Johns and Lin, 1992]. These
electrons are responsible for various plasma waves and
emissions [Filbert and Kellogg, 1979; Cairns and Fung,
1988; Knock et al., 2001, 2003; Kuncic et al., 2004]. The
electron acceleration mechanism in shocks has been a
popular topic during the last 20 years [Leroy and Mangeney,
1984;Wu, 1984; Krauss-Varban et al., 1989; Vandas, 1989a,
1989b; Veltri et al., 1990; Krauss-Varban and Burgess,
1991; Krauss-Varban, 1994; Lowe and Burgess, 2000;
Shimada and Hoshino, 2000; Hoshino and Shimada, 2002;
Lembége and Savoini, 2002; Burgess, 2006; Yuan et al.,
2007a, 2007b, 2007c]. Theoretical analysis [Leroy and

Mangeney, 1984; Wu, 1984] and numerical simulations
[Krauss-Varban et al., 1989; Vandas, 1989a, 1989b; Veltri
et al., 1990; Krauss-Varban and Burgess, 1991; Krauss-
Varban, 1994; Lowe and Burgess, 2000; Shimada and
Hoshino, 2000; Hoshino and Shimada, 2002; Lembége and
Savoini, 2002; Burgess, 2006; Yuan et al., 2007a, 2007b,
2007c] can explain many features of observed upstream
electron distribution functions, including their characteristic
loss cone, beam, and ring beam structures and the enhanced
high-energy power law tail in the upstream region.
[3] One of the most widely applied shock acceleration

models for electrons is shock drift acceleration (SDA) in
which the conservation of magnetic moment for reflected
electrons is assumed [Leroy andMangeney, 1984;Wu, 1984].
According to SDAmodel, the energy of electrons reflected by
the shock is conserved in the de Hoffmann–Teller frame
(HTF), but the parallel component of velocity is reversed.
This change of velocity, as seen in the normal incident frame
(NIF) in which the shock is at rest and upstream flow is
directed along shock normal into the shock, leads to accel-
eration of reflected electrons. Physically, this energization
process is due to the electrons undergoing a magnetic
gradient drift motion antiparallel to the solar wind’s motional
electric field. This model was tested and confirmed by
Krauss-Varban et al. [1989] and Veltri et al. [1990] using
numerical simulations. It was also extended to curved shocks
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by Vandas [1989a, 1989b] and Krauss-Varban and Burgess
[1991]. Knock et al. [2001, 2003] introduced a physical
model using SDA to explain interplanetary type II radio
bursts, while Kuncic et al. [2004] produced a similar model
for radiation from the Earth’s foreshock. However SDA
predicts that the highest energies are produced over a very
small range of qbn between the shock normal and the
upstream magnetic field direction, close to perpendicular
angles where the reflected flux is small.
[4] Shock reformation involves large spatial– temporal

scale variations of the shock in which the front periodically
collapses and develops on a timescale close to the ion
cyclotron period. This phenomenon is often observed in one-
and two-dimensional computer simulations of high Mach
number (MA), low plasma beta (b � 0.4) collisionless shocks
[Lembége and Savoini, 1992; Shimada and Hoshino, 2000;
Hellinger et al., 2002;Krasnoselskikh et al., 2002;Hada et al.,
2003; Scholer et al., 2003; Yuan et al., 2007c]. Strong support
for the shock reformation seen in the computer simulations is
provided by space observations [Lobzin et al., 2007].
[5] Recent test particle calculations in the self-consistent

generated reforming shock fields [Yuan et al., 2007a], and
self-consistent full particle simulations [Lembége and
Savoini, 2002], have shown that electrons are reflected
nonuniformly in time and space by the reforming shock.
The energetic electron bursts are produced cyclically at the
shock reformation period and nonuniformly trapped in
space along the shock front. However, in these previous
studies, only one set of typical plasma parameters were
used, and the dependence of electron burst events on shock
parameters was not studied.
[6] This paper extends the previous simulation results

[Yuan et al., 2007a] to investigate the dependence of the
upstream electron burst events on shock parameters. The test
particle electron trajectories are exactly traced in time-
dependent shock profiles self-consistently generated by
one-dimensional hybrid code. The simulation results indicate
that the reflection of upstream incoming electrons depends
strongly on the shock parameters, and electrons can be
reflected nonuniformly or continuously. Bursts of energetic
electrons occur when the plasma beta is low (b � 0.4),
and shock Mach number is high (MA � 6). In contrast,
continuously reflected electrons are observed for low beta
(b � 0.4), low Mach number (MA � 4) shocks and the
electron burst events disappear, even when the shock is
reforming. These differences lead to different features of the
electron beam characteristics observed in the upstream
region, which will in turn generate different plasma waves.
Increasing plasma beta (providing the shock is still reform-
ing) has minor effects on the upstream electron beam
features. This paper is organized as follows: section 2
describes the numerical methods used, the main results are
given in section 3. A summary and discussion are contained
in section 4.

2. Numerical Methods

[7] In this paper we use the same code as Yuan et al.
[2007a]. The piston method is used [Scholer et al., 2003;
Burgess, 2006] to produce the time-dependent shock pro-
files: a high-speed plasma is injected from the left hand
boundary and specularly reflected at the right hand bound-

ary. Simulations are performed in the normal incident frame
and the upstream magnetic field lies in the x–z plane at an
angle qbn with respect to the x-axis. This method generates a
shock wave propagating to the left of simulation box. The
upstream incoming solar wind electrons are described as a
Maxwellian core population with a thermal speed (vthe)
determined by the electron plasma beta (be = vthe

2 /vA
2 , where

vA is upstream Alfvén speed), plus a superthermal halo
population. The thermal core electrons are treated as a
massless fluid in the hybrid code, while the superthermal
halo electrons are treated as test particles [Krauss-Varban
et al., 1989; Krauss-Varban and Burgess, 1991, Krauss-
Varban, 1994; Burgess, 2006].
[8] The computational domain is 120c/wpi long (where

wpi is the ion plasma frequency) with 3000 grid points,
initially with 200 ions per cell. In order to make the hybrid
code run stably, an artificial resistivity h = 1.0 �
10�2m0vA

2Wci
�1 is used to damp out some high-frequency

waves. This is standard practice for hybrid simulations.
However high-frequency electron scale waves are generated
in extended hybrid simulations, which include the effects of
the electron pressure tensor and finite electron mass [Yuan et
al., 2007c], and in PIC simulations [Shimada and Hoshino,
2000; Hoshino and Shimada, 2002; Scholer et al., 2003].
The use of one-dimensional code ignores the high-dimen-
sional effects which may lead to different shock reformation
processes [Hellinger et al., 2007]. The effects of these high-
frequency waves and higher dimensionality should be
considered in the future work.
[9] The test particle simulations are carried out as fol-

lows: After the shock is fully developed, electrons are
continuously injected into the computational domain at
the left boundary. In this paper, we release the test particle
electrons from time 5Wci

�1 (Wci is the ion gyrofrequency).
The random parallel and perpendicular speeds for electrons
are drawn from a k distribution with k = 6 and halo thermal
speed 5vthe [Krauss-Varban and Burgess, 1991]. No down-
stream electrons are injected, and electrons cease to be
followed when swept out of the computational boundaries.
The electron trajectories are computed by numerically
integrating the full equations of motion (including gyromo-
tion) using a seventh-order Runge–Kutta method [Evans et
al., 2006]. Up to 5.0 � 107 electrons are followed in our
calculation. We use the time step dt = 1.0� 10�4Wci

�1 for the
ion trajectory calculations, while the time step for integration
of the electron equations of motion is dte = dt/100. In order
to avoid the unphysical fluctuations caused by spatial and
temporal interpolation of electromagnetic fields, we use a
second-order spatial interpolation with careful choice of
interpolation points, based on the high-resolution essentially
nonoscillatory (ENO) scheme widely used in computational
gasdynamics [Shu, 1997] and linear interpolation in time
between the two adjacent hybrid simulation time steps
[Burgess, 2006]. A moving window with width 3vA Wci

�1 at
a fixed distance of vAWci

�1 upstream of the shock is set up to
observe the upstream electron distribution function.

3. Simulation Results

3.1. Shock Profiles

[10] Table 1 shows the shock parameters used in this
paper, where be and bi are electron and ion plasma beta,
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respectively. Before discussing the dependence of electron
burst events on shock parameters, we first introduce the
shock profiles produced by the self-consistent hybrid sim-
ulations with various shock parameters listed in Table 1.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of magnetic field component
Bz as a function of time t and space x. Subplots a–d
correspond to cases a–d in Table 1, respectively. Cases a,
b, and d in Figure 1 show very clear reforming shocks in
which the shock front periodically collapse and develop on
a timescale close to the ion cyclotron period. Case c,
however, shows very weak variations in Bz (see Figure 2c
also) due to low shock Mach number. Nevertheless the
shock is still reforming: The Bz varies in a periodic manner
(see also Figure 2c), the foot periodically extends far
upstream due to upstream reflected ions. The shock
propagates upstream from the right to the left of the
simulation box as time t increases in a stepwise fashion.
Shock reformation starts with the foot region extending far
upstream with increasing magnetic field by reflecting up-

stream incoming ions, then the foot develops into a new
steep ramp by accumulating the reflected ions, and then the
previous shock ramp collapses. The shock reformation
period is about 1.6Wci

�1, 1.8Wci
�1, 2.0Wci

�1, 1.8Wci
�1 for cases

a–d, respectively. The shock propagation speeds are 2.4vA,
2.0vA, 1.2vA, and 2.0vA for cases a–d, respectively. It is
seen that the shock propagates faster upstream (toward the
left of simulation box) as the Mach number increases, and
the variation of magnetic fields becomes more obvious.
[11] Figure 2 shows the variations of magnetic field

strength (Bmax) as a function of time t for cases a–d. The
dashed lines show the average values, and the dash-dot-dash
lines are the values predicted by Rankine–Hugoniot relation.
The Rankine–Hugoniot relation predicts smaller magnetic
field strength than the average dut to themagnetic overshoots.
The Bmax varies in the sawtooth manner at the shock
reformation period and its variability depends strongly on
the shock parameters. As an example, DBmax / hBmaxi = 0.5
for case a, but for case cDBmax / hBmaxi = 0.05. HereDBmax

is the maximum change of Bmax and hBmaxi is the average
value of Bmax. As the Mach number increases, DBmax

increases. It should be pointed out that the total cross shock
potential drop varies in concert with the maximum magnetic
field in 1D hybrid simulations (not shown here), and it
changes in the same sawtooth manner as the maximum
magnetic fields. The mean total cross shock potential drop

Table 1. Shock Parameters of the Cases

Case MA qbn be bi
a 7.4 85� 0.2 0.15
b 6.0 85� 0.2 0.15
c 3.2 85� 0.2 0.15
d 6.0 85� 0.2 0.4

Figure 1. Relative magnetic field components Bz/B0 as a function of t and x for cases a–d.
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over 20Wci
�1 for the cases a–d are 13.3, 7.5, 3.5 and 8.4,

respectively.

3.2. Dependence of Electron Burst Events on Shock
Parameters

[12] In this section, the dependence of electron burst
events formed by shock reflected electrons on shock param-
eters will be discussed. We start with case a with shock
parameters MA = 7.4, bi = 0.15, and be = 0.2. Then we will
show cases with decreased Mach number, but constant bi =
0.15, and be = 0.2. Finally, we will discuss the case with
larger ion plasma beta (bi = 0.4), otherwise identical shock
parameters to case b in Table 1.
[13] Figure 3 shows phase space plots of electron energy

versus x position at different times during shock reformation
period for case a. It illustrates the dynamical formation of
energetic electron bursts as in Yuan et al. [2007a]. The red
lines show the Bz profile. At times 14.0Wci

�1–14.1Wci
�1, when

the shock has a sharp ramp and the magnetic field strength
reaches its maximum value, electrons are accumulated in
the ramp region. The electron accumulation at the shock
front happens because electrons travel different distance
along the shock front: electrons that arrive earlier travel
more deeply downstream since the maximum magnetic field
is relatively small at that time, while newly arrived electrons
travel shorter distances downstream. The accumulated elec-
trons have small values of vx and negative value of vy so
they gain energy from the motional electric field (SDA).
Near time 14.3Wci

�1 when the new ramp begins to form and
the shock starts to collapse, the accumulated highly ener-
getic electrons are released upstream and downstream at the
same time. The newly released electrons travel back up-
stream at different parallel speeds, with the fast electrons
traveling longer distances than the slow ones in the same
time. This leads to ‘‘beam’’ features in the upstream

distributions by time-of-flight effects [Filbert and Kellogg,
1979], with one beam per burst. This motion leads to
different energy versus x slopes for each event: an earlier
burst always has a smaller energy versus x slope than a later
one.
[14] The time-varying upstream electron distribution con-

tours for case a are shown in Figure 4. The following
features are observed: (1) The upstream electron distribu-
tions display obvious loss cone structures with a deficit
(excess) of electrons at small (large) magnetic moments.
(2) The loss cone angle changes cyclically with time. (3) The
lack of electrons at low perpendicular speeds occurs due to
magnetic mirroring, cross-shock potential effects, and the
absence of electron leakage from downstream. Our previous
simulations [Yuan et al., 2007b] have demonstrated that
electrons leaked from downstream will at least partially fill
in the upstream loss cone. (4) In order for a reflected
electron to escape far upstream, it must travel along the
magnetic field with sufficiently high speeds to overcome the
shock propagation. This introduces a parallel cut-off speed
into the upstream distribution contours at the de Hoffmann–
Teller speed, as shown by Cairns [1987]. Note that the de
Hoffmann–Teller frame speed/cutoff speed (vHT = (vshock +
Vin)/cos qbn, where vshock is the shock propagation speed) is
6.6vthe. (5) The reflected electrons are often strongly con-
centrated in vk (above vHT) and v? (above loss cone) and
superposed on a loss cone, thereby forming a ring beam.
The downstream leaked electrons also tend to form a ring
beam [Yuan et al., 2007b]. (6) The breadths in vk and v? of
the loss cone and ring beam structures change with time due
to time-of-flight effects and intrinsic changes in vk and v?
with time of electrons escaping the shock. The time-of-
flight works as follows: faster electrons arrive in the
observational region early and create a ring beam at larger
negative |vk|, while slower electrons arrive later and change
the distribution function at smaller |vk|. (7) The electron
distributions appear to have beams in vk as well as loss cone
structures. These time-varying loss and ring beam features
are expected to drive significant levels of time-varying
waves.
[15] Figure 5 explicitly shows the average number

density, parallel speed, the kinetic energy, and spread in
parallel speed of beam as a function of time for case a.
Their values cyclically change with time at the period of
shock reformation due to the electron burst events. At
times 12.6Wci

�1, 14.2Wci
�1, and 15.7Wci

�1 when the fast part
of shock reflected electrons enter the observation region,
the number density, parallel speed, spread, and kinetic
energy reach their maximum values, with nb,max / hnbi =
1.5, vb,max / hvbi=1.27, v2b,max / hv2bi=1.2, andDvb,max / hDvbi=
1.35. Here h i means an average over a reformation
period, and nb =

R
vHT

1
dvk fr(vk), vb =

R
vHT

1
dvkvk fr(vk),

vb
2 =

R
vHT

1
dvkvk

2 fr(vk), Dvb =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2b � hvbi2

q
, respec-

tively. Subscript ‘‘max’’ means the maximum over a refor-
mation period. As the fast electrons pass through, the values
of beam number density, speed, spread, and kinetic energy
slowly decrease because the faster electrons have mostly
passed through, leaving only slower electrons in the obser-
vation region.
[16] The electron energy spectra fE(E) and reduced dis-

tribution functions fr(vk) =
R
dv?2pv?f (v?,vk) observed at

Figure 2. Variation of Bmax(t) for cases a–d. Dashed line:
average values; dash-dot-dash line: Rankine–Hugoniot
predictions.
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Figure 3. Energy-position phase space at different times for case a. The red lines are the Bz profiles.
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Figure 4. Electron distributions upstream of the shock for the same times as Figure 3 for case a.
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different times are plotted in Figure 6. Clear time variations
are also observed in the electron energy spectrum and
reduced distribution functions, caused by the time-of-flight
effects and intrinsic differences during the reformation

cycle. When the burst electrons first arrive in the
observation region, a high-energy tail forms in the energy
spectrum. The high-energy tail moves to smaller energies
with time as the increasingly slow burst electrons pass
through. In the reduced distribution functions, an electron
beam is observed. As the burst electrons go through, the
beam characteristics such beam density, speed, and the
available kinetic energy change with time, the beam extends
to higher |vk| and the region with positive slope moves to
lower parallel speeds.
[17] In order to investigate the dependence of electron

burst events on Mach number, we decreased the Mach
number in cases b, and c, leaving all the other parameters
the same as case a. Figure 7 plots upstream electron
distribution contours at different times during a reformation
period for case b. Case b has a reforming shock with period
of 1.8Wci

�1, DBmax / hBmaxi = 0.4, and shock propagation
speed 2.0vA. Similar to case a, the upstream electron
distribution contours are not steady state. Instead, they
display time-varying loss cone structures, and the breadths
of the loss cone and ring beam structures in vk and v?
change with time also. However, due to the different shock
propagation speed in case b, the de Hoffmann–Teller frame
speed/cutoff speed (vHT = 6.0) is smaller. The loss cone
contours extend less negative vk which will lead to lower
average beam speed (see Figure 8). This is because the
shock speed and the motional electric fields are smaller in
case b. The loss cone angles in case b are larger since Bmax

are smaller.
[18] The corresponding beam number density, speed,

kinetic energy, and spread are shown in Figure 8. Once
again, their values cyclically change with time at the period
of shock reformation due to the electron burst events and
changes in shock magnetic and potential profiles. However
hnbi = 0.12n0, hvbi = 9.6vthe, hv2bi = 105vthe

2 , and hDvbi =
3.0vthe for the case b, where n0 is the background electron

Figure 6. (Left) The reduced distribution functions and, (right) energy distribution functions for
upstream electrons. Solid: t = 14.0Wci

�1; dash: t = 14.1Wci
�1; dash-dot-dash: t = 14.2Wci

�1; dash-dot-dot-
dash: 15.2Wci

�1.

Figure 5. Time-varying beam (a) number density, (b)
parallel speed, (c) kinetic energy, and (d) parallel spread for
case a. The beam density is relative to the average over two
reformation cycles. The dash-dot-dash lines show the
average values.
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Figure 7. Electron distributions upstream of the shock at different times for case b.
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density at the observation window. The corresponding
values for case a are 0.16n0, 11.2vthe, 140vthe, 3.75vthe,
respectively. For case b, the maximum relative values are
nb,max / hnbi = 1.35, vb,max / hvbi = 1.2, v2b,max / hv2bi = 1.4,
and Dvb,max / hDvbi = 1.5 at times 12.4Wci

�1, 13.9Wci
�1 and

15.4Wci
�1 when the faster shock-reflected electrons enter the

observation region. These are also different from the
corresponding values for case a once again. As the fast
electrons pass through, the values of beam density, speed,
spread, and kinetic energy slowly decrease.
[19] In case c, we decreased Mach number further to

MA = 3.2 but keep the other parameters constant. The shock
is still reforming (see Figures 1 and 2), but now the
variations of maximum magnetic field are very weak. The
shock reformation period is about 2.0Wci

�1,DBmax / hBmaxi =
0.05, and the shock propagation speed is 1.2vA. Contrary to
cases a and b, now the predicted electron distribution
contours at different times are quasi-steady with only small
differences in the large negative vk region (see Figure 9).
The loss cone angle, the envelope of the loss cone and ring
beam structures are almost identical at different times. This
means that the shock reflects the upstream incoming
electrons continuously, which is quite different from the
burstiness observed for actively reforming shocks.
[20] In order to compare the distribution contours of case

c with a steady-state shock, we calculated the distribution
functions using Yuan et al.’s [2007b] test particle code for
steady-state shock that had the overshoots Bmax and fmax

obtained by averaging the maximum values of Bz/B0 over a
reformation period. It is found that the predicted upstream
distribution contours are almost same. This shows that case

c’s weakly reforming shocks reflects the upstream incoming
electrons almost continuously and in a very similar to the
steady-state shock.
[21] The plots of beam number density, speed, kinetic

energy, and parallel spread as a function of time (Figure 10)
show that an essentially continuous, quasi-steady, beam is
formed in case c. In contrast to the electron beams in cases a
and b, now the values hnbi = 0.05n0, hvbi = 7vthe, hv2bi = 52vthe

2 ,
and hDvbi = 1.9 vthe are much smaller. The maximum
relative values are nb,max / hnbi = 1.05, vb,max / hvbi = 1.02,
v2b,max / hv2bi = 1.02, and Dvb,max / hDvbi = 1.1 at times
12.8Wci

�1,and 15.0Wci
�1 when the fast part of shock reflected

electrons enter the observation region. These variations are
also much smaller than the corresponding variations for
cases a and b.
[22] So far, we have concentrated on the effects of

varying the Mach number. In case d, we use a higher
plasma beta (bi = 0.4) but keep the other parameters the
same as in case b. Now the predicted shock profiles reform
with period of 2.0Wci

�1, DBmax / hBmaxi = 0.3, so that
increasing bi increases the reformation period and decreases
DBmax/hBmaxi. Figure 11 shows the corresponding electron
distribution at different times. Similar to case b, time-
varying electron distributions are observed with the loss
cone angles and envelopes cyclically changing with time.
Compared with case b, the envelope of the loss cone
contours extends to lower parallel and perpendicular speeds,
and the average loss cone angle is larger due to the smaller
maximum magnetic field.
[23] The beam number density, speed, kinetic energy, and

spread as a function of time for case d are shown in Figure 12.
Now hnbi = 0.14n0, hvbi = 9vthe, hv2bi = 110vthe

2 , hDvbi =
3vthe. The maximum relative values are nb,max / hnbi = 1.3,
vb,max / hvbi = 1.2, v2b,max / hv2bi = 1.35, andDvb,max / hDvbi =
1.5 at times 12.6Wci

�1,14.2Wci
�1 and 15.7Wci

�1 when the
fast part of shock reflected electrons enter the observation
region. These variation are almost identical to those for
case b.
[24] Finally, the reflection efficiencies for cases a–d,

defined as the ratio of reflected electrons to the background
upstream incoming electrons in the observation window are
plotted in Figure 13. It is seen that the reflection efficiencies
change cyclically with time at the shock reformation period
for the cases a, b and d, which means the upstream
incoming electrons are reflected nonuniformly with time.
However, for case c, the reflection efficiency is almost
constant during the shock reformation period, with only
about 1% variation, very different from cases a, b, and d.
The upstream incoming electrons are almost reflected con-
tinuously even the shock front is cyclically changing with
time at the period of shock reformation.

4. Summary and Discussion

[25] In this paper we extended our previous work [Yuan et
al., 2007a] to investigate the dependence of upstream
electron burst events on the shock parameters b and MA.
The test particle approximation is made for superthermal
halo electrons and the shock profiles are self-consistently
produced by one-dimensional hybrid simulations. The test
particle electron trajectories are exactly traced by numeri-

Figure 8. Time-varying beam (a) density, (b) speed, (c)
kinetic energy, and (d) spread for case b. The beam density
is relative to the average over two reformation cycles. The
dash-dot-dash lines show the average values.
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Figure 9. Electron distributions upstream of the shock at different times for case c.
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cally integrating the full equations of motion (including
gyromotion) using a seventh-order Runge–Kutta method.
[26] The test particle calculations show that the upstream

energetic electron burst events and the resulting electron
beam features depend strongly on the shock parameters.
Specifically, for high Mach number, low b, collisionless
shocks (case a), the upstream incoming electrons are
reflected nonuniformly in time by the shock fronts, with
bursty energetic electron events observed upstream of the
shock. This behavior is different from steady-state shocks in
which the upstream incoming electrons are continuously
reflected. These findings are consistent with Lembege and
Savoini’s [2002] particle in cell simulation results. They
also agree with Burgess’s [2006] work which shows that
superthermal electrons can be scattered by dynamical shock
ripples, even without strong electron scale fluctuations.
[27] Detailed examination shows that the cyclical ener-

getic electron events begin with the accumulation of incom-
ing electrons in the shock front region during phases in
which the new ramp develops and sharpens. Then a burst of
electrons is released upstream and downstream simulta-
neously after the electrons gain enough energy and the
ramp collapses. Due to the dispersion caused by the time-of-
flight effects, some mixing of electrons from different burst
events is observed in phase space and leads to different
electron energy versus x slopes for each event. The up-
stream electron distributions display time-varying loss cone,
beam and ring beam structures with the loss cone angle and
the ranges and centers in vk and v? changing with time. The
beam density, speeds, available kinetic energy, and the
positive slope in the reduced distribution functions change

by factors of �2–4, and the region of positive slope
changes.
[28] Decreasing the shock Mach number to 6.0 (case b)

from 7.4 (case a), the hybrid simulations predict a reforming
shock with a similar reformation process to case a, but the
value of DBmax/hBmaxi is reduced to 1.5. The energetic
electron burst events are still observed, but the average
beam density, speed, kinetic energy, and spread become
smaller and the relative values nb,max/hnbi, vb,max/hvbi,
v2b,max/hv2bi, and Dvb,max/hDvbi become smaller also. De-
creasing the shock Mach number further to 3.2 lead to shock
reformation still, but the variations of the shock profile
become very weak and the electron burst events disappear.
Instead, the electrons are almost continuously reflected by
the shock front and the upstream observed distributions
contours are essentially time independent. An almost con-
tinuous electron beam is observed. Comparison with the
beam characteristics calculated for test particle reflecting of
a steady-state shocks with the same Bmax and overshoots
show that the beam is qualitatively almost the same.
Increasing plasma beta (providing the shock is still reform-
ing) has minor effects on the upstream electron beam
features.
[29] When increasing the Mach number, the shock pro-

files predicted by the hybrid code have higher maximum
magnetic field, obvious variations of the maximum mag-
netic field during the shock reformation period, and higher
shock speed in the simulation frame. The cyclical electron
burst events are observed, and the reflected electrons have
higher energy in the simulation frame (NIF frame). The
beam density, speeds, available kinetic energy, and spreads
change by factors of �2–4. The beam density decrease, and
the beam speed, and available kinetic energy increase.
These features agree with the theoretical analysis [Wu,
1984; Leroy and Mangeney, 1984] and the numerical
simulations [Krauss-Varban et al., 1989].
[30] In conclusion, the dependences of upstream electron

reflection on shock parameters (MA and b) can be explained
as follows: When the shock Mach number is high, the
variations of magnetic field DBmax/hBmaxi, and cross shock
potential drop during the reformation period is large. More
upstream incoming electrons can be transmitted to the
downstream region during the shock collapse phase because
the total cross shock potential drop and the maximum
magnetic field are smaller, and electrons spend more time
inside the shock transition region because the magnetic field
and cross shock potential extend far upstream and the shock
transition region becomes wider. As time goes on, the total
cross shock potential drop and maximum magnetic field
increase, electrons which can be transmitted downstream by
the previous shock fields feel the increasing of maximum
magnetic field and cross shock potential, and accumulate at
the shock front region. When the new sharp shock ramp
develops, those accumulated electrons eventually released
upstream and downstream at the same time. As shock Mach
decreases, the variations of magnetic field and cross shock
potential drop during the shock reformation period become
weaker (see Figure 14), the upstream incoming electrons
only feel little changes on the shock fields, so the change of
reflection ratios is very small. This small change of electron
reflection is hard to be observed in the distribution func-
tions, so we observe a steady-state electron beams, and loss

Figure 10. Electron beam (a) density, (b) speed, (c) kinetic
energy, and (d) spread as function of time for case c. The
beam density is relative to the average over two reformation
cycles. The dash-dot-dash lines show the average values.
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Figure 11. Electron distributions upstream of the shock at different times for case d.
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cone angles in the upstream distributions are time steady
also. Little changes in plasma beta (b) for the high Mach
number shocks don’t change the variations of magnetic field

and cross shock potential drop too much, so burst electron
events are still observed in upstream region.
[31] Finally, the beam, loss cone, and ring beam features

found in upstream distributions have parallel/perpendicular
gradients in the electron distributions and so might drive
waves [Yuan et al., 2007b]. The electron beam-driven
plasma instabilities upstream of the shock have been studied
by many researchers [Filbert and Kellogg, 1979; Cairns,
1987; Fitzenreiter et al., 1990; Lobzin et al., 2005]. This
paper shows that the observed electron beam is time-
varying or steady-state depending on the shock parameters.
The time-varying electron beams will lead to different wave
growth rates, amounts of available free energy, and possibly
even different wave modes from the steady-state beams as
shown by Hewitt and Melrose [1984], Cairns and Fung
[1988] and Lobzin et al. [2005], and should be studied
further.
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